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Petroleum industry is a complex one in its technical
scientific and managerial activities.
Growing inventions.
innovations, social. and economic bressures , necessity to
avoid fragmentation and waste, and challenging information
technology call fo1' a systematic and planned approach to
design of an information system. Techniques and standards
of planning an information system are discussed in brief.
This paper deals with a system suitable for the petroleum
industry excluding refining and petro-chemical aspects.

INTRODUCTION
It is said that of all the information
printed in
the world since the industrial
revolution.
half hat>
been g ene r at e d and printed during the last decade
only and current
rate of its generation
is simply
unimaginative.
It calls for immediate
attention to
consider the following points:
Firstly,
a wealth of information
that lies unusedbecause the man who could put it to work has never
seen it. perhaps does not even know that it exists
and has no easy access to find out about its existence.
This inability to get expeditiously
the essential information
is leading to enormous intellectual
and social wastage,
which no industry.
no instit~tion
or organization
could either escape or afford.
Secondly, obsolescence
results to our busy
veterans
whose vast experience
only offsets the
advantages
of our more recent graduates.
Thirdly.
for any person,
be a scientist,
teacher.
engineer,
operator
or administrator,
only
a very small percentage
of all the information
being
generated
w ii l be relevant
and important to his work
and intellectual
dev e Lsp rrierrt,
Only a strong informat ion system can protect him from being deluged
with the rest of the lot.
Z OBJECTIVES:
AT. mformation

system
whole organization
consisting
dependent sub-systems:
Library
System.
Administration.
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is a subsystem
of the
the following inter-

Documentation,

and

Dun

Before we discuss the policy as how to plan
the system.
it would be desirable
first to establish
its objectives:
I. To improve the means of access to the information and concepts preserved
in the printed words
or to say it differently.
more elaborately
to set the
"Information"
to motion by putting it in the active
process
of being communicated
or transferred
from
one person.
groups or organizations
(Senders) to one
or more other persons,
groups Or organizations
(Receivers).
It may be said that 'Value depends on the
Transfer
Process'.
This statement
s'atisfies the
First law "Information
is for use".
Transfer
should
be pinpointed i, e•• every person must get information
of his interest;
exhaustive
i. e.• every bit of information which may be of interest
to a potential user.
must be accessible
and available to its user; expeditious L e.• without loss of time. information
should
be t r an sf'e r r ed to its user;
users time in getting his
required
information
should be saved. keeping in
view that every moment. new ideas are being generated throughout the world.
2.
Securing the partnership
in R. &; D.• it should
stimulate new thinking for industr ial innovation;
and
3.
As an ing r a di ent , it has to a s s ist in decision
making at levels of research
and technical
management.

3.

PETROLEUM

INDUSTRY IN INDIA

Petroleum
industry plays a very important
role
in the development
of both national and international
economy.
It has its own unique impact on Political
and social life.
Technically
speaking the deve Iep ment
of petroleum
il1.austry needs a well planned and organised scientific
cr:>mmunication system because of the
fo ll owing reasons:
(i)
Petroleum
l.tl<1.1str},is an industry
of complex
activities
(- Scientific,
technical
and rnanageri~iwhich includes:
(a)
Exploration:
Geological.
geochemical
and g eo>
physcial exploration
for hydrocarbon
prospects;
information in envirQnmental·scienc~s.
such as geology.
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geophysic s etc. is gencratec;
use and applicatiun.

at a faster

rate than its

(b)
Drilling:
Sh al Io w and oe ep drilling;
~ancl and its offshore
areas;
(e)
Production:
Reserve
exploitation
of all and gas;
(d)
Engineering:
Planning
p r oduc t i on and transportation

estimates,

drilling

on

p r oouct i on and

and designing
installations;

of drilling,

the men of knb wl e d ge (scientist/intellectual
reserve>
of the organization).
innovators
(persons
utilizing
the ideas for commercial
production
- engineers
and tecimologists).
the communicators
(librarians,
doc u rrient a l i st s and information
scientists)
and system engineers.
is imperative.
Interdisciplinary.
cross-cultural
and multi-professional
kind of effort
requires
that communicators
seek cooperation
in
framing the infonnation
'i n such forms that it can be
transmitted
mo re cas i l y and more und ee s t a nd in gl y ,
4Z

(e)

Marketing;

(f)

Research

and Development;

and

(g)
Management:
Petroleum
economics,
leum contracts,
leases
and legal aspects.

petro-

(ii)
The above activities,
either jointly or independently are being looked after by the O. N. G. C ..
1. O. C .• Engineering
India Lto .• 1.1. P. etc.
These organisations
have not unfortunately
been able to plan and develop proper information
system for their scientists.

uu)

Mo s t of the personnel
of these organisations
are usually scattered
an d posted at v a r i on s places
on project
s i te s and as field crews.
who, do not
have any access
to any kind of Li t e r at u r-e ,

(iv)
The amount of internal
generation
of information in the petroleum
industry
engaged in exploration and production
activities,
is very large which
1S being
accumulated
every moment.
Considering
the above points and that the fact
that technical/scientific
literature
in all th e disciplines is exponentially
increasing.
it becomes
very
essential
to keep all the scientific.
technical
and
managerial
personnel.
informed
with the latest
development
in their respective
fields.
if the best
results
are to be achieved.
An information
system with an industry
is a
very essential
component
of the whole.
It is as
necessary
as the raw material
to the industry
and
the laboratory
and equipment to the scientist.
This
need has been felt since quite some time and became
evident following the World War II.
4 PLANNING
Here. planning is concerned
with developing
the already existing
system comprising
library
and
documentation
s e rv ic es , by filling the gaps and
identifying the areas of developments
and modifications.
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How to Plan

?

Planning
means.
studying the goals and objectives
of the oy st e m; calculating
the costs.
utilities
and
needs in relation
to the environment
in which it
functions.
Following points may be considered
in
this regard:

421 INTERNAL RESEARCH:
A system does not
work in isolation.
its environment
should be clearly
established.
Establish
clearly the environment
in which
the system operates;
social.
economic
and educational standards;
present
assessment
of needs of
the organisation
involves three 'I's Inf o rrn at ion ,
Impressions.
and Ideas within the organisation
..
This is a constant and continuing
effort.
Modifications.
changes and the development
of the system
depends upon the working of the organisation.
its
environmeni
and policies.
Future projections
are
necessary
to be estimated
as greater
coordination
between all types of libraries
are expected
at international level.
All the or gan is at ion s should plan
their system in such a way that they may take the
full benefit of the World Information
System
lUNISIST).

How to do ?
1.

Establish
the aims
organisation

2.

Recognise
all levels

and objectives

of the

the personalities/personnel
at
who are to be served by the system.

21.

By determining
standards.

their

educational

22.

By determining
bac kg r oun d,

their

professional

23.

By determining

their

experience

24.

By determining
interests
etc.

their

particular

and;
special

Who Plans?

To develop a suitable
system for an organization
like the ONGC. a much closer
collaboration
among
Vol 21 No 4
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Users are the customers
of the outputs of the
system;
develop perfect users'
profiles
which are
to be updated from time to time.
Development
of
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good users'
development

profiles ensures
of the system.

the utility
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and future

3.

Research

4.

Development

5.

Production/operational

6.

Problems,

7.

Areas of innovations (developments
elsewhere
in the world may be of likely interest to the
organisation).

2.
By obtaining the views of specialists
- librarians.
documentalists,
information
scientists,
system
engineers
and economists;

activities.
3.

8.

9.

prospects.

future

plans

etc .•

Establish
scientific,
technical
and economic
environment
of the industry in particular,
national and lnte rnational in gene ral; it is
important to mark the areas.of
fluctuations
at
any time due to the socio-economic
or political
changes:
With the lntegrated- study of points 1-8 mentioned above, fOrmulate the operating principles
of
the system:
Objectives.
Philosophy,
Policies.
and Procedures.

5.
their

422. INTEGRATION WITH POLlCY: While planning
an information
system for an organisation
it must be
kept in view that this system be treated as an integrated part of the main sy st e rn of the organisation
as a
matter of policy.

PROCESS OF PLANNING:
Preliminary
Studies:

(a)
Existing system:
Analyse the nature,
structure
and functioning of the present sy st ern,
Dat a r rnirre
its areas of developments,
services
which require
improvements
or modifications;
services
which
presently
do not exist but may be required;
and thus
determine
all the gaps on the basis of what exists and
what is required
in accordance
to areas established/
marked as suggested in the section.
Review

of Acquired

Experience

All experience
acquired by others on similar
system must be thoroughly st uo ie d for planning a
system or imp roving an old system.
Collect all
information
regarding
similar
systems:
1.
By scanning through the available literature
and examining the proposals,
recommendations
etc.
made by p xo f e s s ion al s arid experts:
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Visiting
services

of expert

institutions;

other organisations
and thus
with the own system.

All these information
e d, analysed and interpreted
framework.
(e)

Techniques

with

comparing

should be well ciocumentwithin the limits of own

of Planning:

1.
Surveys:
Users'surveys:
It is necessary
to
establish the individual needs, irrt er e st s spe c ia l iaa>
t ion and capacity of assimilating
particular
type of
information.
For this purpose su r vey s are to be
conducted for their reading habits. literature,
c on>
sulting habits,
their behav iou r and reaction.
towards
the various library services.
The .urveys
can be
conducted by evolving suitable questionnaire.
aad
personal contacts and interviews.
i

2.

Observations:

General.

21.
Present
structure
and reorganisation.
22.

(b)

the reports

4.
By inviting the experts
and discussing
them the problems
on the spot.

activities,

Thus internal research
would determine the
main components
- inputs (documents) and processing
techniques
(involve;the
technical processing
system,
persons
supporting -or operating in the information
system),
control
(policies,
decisions for inputs,
outputs as well as for processing)
and outputs (services by the systems).
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By examining

activities,

Causes

of the system

for inefficient

working

and its status

of the system.

23.
Links between research
institutes,
similar
or g an is at i on s and their informationcentres
in India
and abroad (NGRI, GSI. NMDC, IFP, AlP etc. )
This determines
the interrelationship
of the system
and mechanism of co-ordination
of services.

24.
Professional
standards
various levels in the present
documentalists,
information
25.

Technical

processing

3.

Observation:

31.

Population

32.

Num.ber of potential

4.

Do cum ont s :

of persons working at
system. - librarians,
workers
etc. and
techniques

and standard;

Specific
of organisation
users

by category.
of the sv st ern

No. of documents:
Books.
Pe riodic al.
Others.
Annual additions.
Annual losses.
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No. of documents
pub Iic ations.

by average

SYSTEM FOR PETROLEUM

INDUSTRY

Classification

date of

Cataloguing

scheme.

---------

cod e, --------------

1973 --------Services.
1972 --------Coordination
1971 ------

and liaison

with

-------

--Narne s of
other
organizations

By subjects:

Adequacy

to m eet the demand

of:

Operators,
By reference

works

etc.
Engineers,
Sc ientists,
Manage rs and

5.

Building:
Space:

Other

------------9q.

Convenience.

ft.

users

of the system.

Continuing education
with the system.

schem.e

for the people

working

------

8.

Budget

(Annual)

Actual

expenditure

of industry.

Actual

expenditure

of R&D activities.

Actual

expenditure

of information

Cleanliness:
Extensionable:
Sui tab Ie /unsuitable.

6.

Furniture/Equipment:
Quality:
Reprographic

equipment:

1. ---------2. ---------3. ---------Printing:
Micro

"1. of IS.
an documents
On books
"1. of document.
"1.
on periodicals
"1.
other docurn ent s
on staffing
% of IS.
on building
% of IS.
"1. of IS
on maintenance
Capital expenditure
R ecu rrent expenditu re
"1. of R&D w·ith m.ain organisation.
"1. of Info rrna ti on systetn with M. O.
Per capita expenditure
Ideal Research
Library:
costs in Dollars:-

filming.

system

Estimated

standard

Binding
Initial

7.

Technical

BUilding

Type of Library.
Selection

Policy.

--,..-------

Books:

15 O. 000
37.500

Annuaf costs
(Recurring)
Per 100 Research
workers
15,000
3,750

processing.
Staff
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Fu rnrtu re Z
Equipment

Acquillition
Technical

co sts

orga nisation:
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b '

"c..:i'tai"",
i f there exists
any feedt..e "y"tem so that it may im pr ov»
'-y fr
.t s b"lter
an d efficient
se r
.n of
r v i c e s provided
by the s ystem s
set. ·,;,_,',ctlves
If
very necessary
to tune the
.I.,~f) the l:n;t c hari rin
c «nv ir onm ent,
«
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Implementation
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ascertained,
and costed; the development
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the estimated
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growth.
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